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The microstructural and mechanical properties of metal-metal cold
spray deposits are studied. Different spray particles coatings (Al-, Ti-

Experimental and numerical procedure

spray deposits are studied. Different spray particles coatings (Al-, Ti-
, Ni-based particles) deposited on different substrates (Al-, Ti-, Fe-,
Ni-, Mg-based bulk materials) were produced and their mechanical
and microstructural properties were characterized. Different weightand microstructural properties were characterized. Different weight
of the processing parameters affecting the mechanical and
microstructural properties of the deposits was calculated by
modeFRONTIER.

Microstructure of aluminum particles sprayed on AA7 075 at 500°C 
modeFRONTIER.

Microstructure of aluminum particles sprayed on AA7 075 at 500°C 
and 1.5 MPa

The results were employed to build a database consistingThe results were employed to build a database consisting
of 376 experimental conditions. The results were analyzed
through modeFRONTIER in order to develop a provisional
model capable of simulating the deposit properties as a
function of different processing parameters.function of different processing parameters.
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Grain size vs. particles velocity and substrate hard ness 
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A very different behavior was observed by changing
sprayed particles and substrates. In figure the

Grain size vs. particles velocity and substrate hard ness 
(Grains is the deposit grain size; Sub is the substr ate 
hardness; v_Part is the particles velocity).

sprayed particles and substrates. In figure the
adhesion strength and deposit porosity as a function of
gas pressure and temperature in the case of aluminum
particles on AA2024 and AA7075 substrates are
shown. The results were coupled because no bigshown. The results were coupled because no big
differences were observed in the deposition of pure Al
particles on such substrates.


